CHASS Articles


END CHASS Articles

CHASS Presentations


***This one was a demo and could be on here incorrectly. Not on spreadsheet***


**END CHASS Presentations**

**DSE Articles**


doi: 10.1016/j.tate.2016.08.005.


END DSE Articles

DSE Presentations


**END DSE Presentations**

**EAP Articles**


**END EAP Articles**

**NO EAP Presentations**

**FSOP Articles**


**Interprofessional Practice.**

**END FSOP Articles**

**FSOP Presentations**


***Demo***


**END FSOP Presentations**

**HEBSBA Articles**

***Edmond is a double***


**END HEBSBA Articles**

**HEBSBA Presentations**


***Edmond is a double***


***Saldivar is a double***


END HEBSBA Presentations

IFMSNHP Articles


***This shows up under Cassells, but without Gilliland listed***


Refereed Articles (Nursing). Gilliland, I. C., Attridge, R., Attridge, R., Maize, D., & McNeill, J.


END IFMSNHP Articles

IFMSNHP Presentations


***Chargualaf was listed in Sedona as ‘inactive’ in sedona***


***Fisher is a double***


***Appears to be a double from Dols, but is listed slightly different, so I included it***


States of America.


END IFMSNHP Presentations

RSO Articles


END RSO Articles

RSO Presentations
***Maki is a double***


***Ottenbreit is a double***


END RSO Presentations

SMD Articles


END SMD Articles

SMD Presentations


END SMD Presentations
The importance of friendship and social relationships for emerging-adult well-being. American Association of Behavioral and Social Sciences, Las Vegas, Nevada.


END SMD Presentations

SMSE Articles

***Caglayan is a double***


**END SMSE Articles**

**SMSE Presentations**


***McCormick is a double***


***This is under McBurnett but the name is listed weird on the CV***


presentation at 27th Symposium on Education American Meteorological Society, Austin, Texas.


END SMSE Presentations

SoPT Articles


***This one is listed under Goffar, but not shown on CV***


END SoPT Articles

**SoPT Presentations**


END SoPT Presentations

UIWSOM Articles


END UIWSOM Articles

UIWSOM Presentations


END UIWSOM Presentations